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SEVERAL DOZEN WORDS FROM THE EDITOR

while, or

so. Unfortunately we can't have

to be and tune in. Unless you're one of those
rare beings who totally grooves on whatever they hear
regardless of musical style, then you're bound to be

turned off by some people's shows while thinking other
DJ's are completely godlike beyond belief. So. listen.
and you'll probably find something you really dig. This

is, of course, unless you expect ZEPPELIN or
or PHIL COLLINS or that sort of thing, in
which case you'll be confused and most likely bored

WARRANT

shitless and should be reading something else anyway.
On a similar note, though, bands like U2, FAITH NO

MORE, METALLICA, RED HOT CHTLI

PEPPERS,

STNEAD OTCONNOR and tons more were regulars in
WCDB rotation before MTV and commercial radio found
'em and beat'em into the ground, so there ya go. Oh,
by the way, you MIGHT have to put a little effort into
tuning into'CDB in a literal sense. as we only have 100
Watts and as a result are not exactly coming in over yer
TV set while CHEERS is on or whatever. This may
mean when you put the dial on 90.9 yourll hafta hook up
that extended antenna, climb out on the roof, get in a
weird position and then do your best to enjoy. But, hey,
itrs worth it.
JOHN MOORE
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morning?rr or

you have not

every DJ write descriptions of their particular shows
and what sgrta stuff they tend to play, so what you have
to do now is take this here sacred tome as the guide it's
supposed

that great

DOESNIT CUT
Way down

repeated over and over in commercial radio and
publications like Newsweek and Rolling Stone. This
attitude can be found in magazines like BUZZ and in a
few area promoters and clubs like QE2 and Godfreyrs.
This attitude encourages people to form their own
ideas, and challenge the same old ways of thinking and
acting. Each DJ may have a different idea of what this
attitude means and each department may have a

by Carl DeLeon
General Manager

and what general kind of stuff they're playing, and
what's more it should be pretty darn accurate for at

But

they have the

packed into RPI's McNeil Room to see BOB MOULD, or
the "attituderrof Albany Hip-Hop fans who've filled the
Palace to see ERIC B and RAKIM, K-SOLO, and more.
This attitude is that music can make a difference. This
attitude is that there is an al-ternative to the same ideas

different way of getting it across, but that's what
WCDB's all about. Attitude does make a difference,
and that's *hat AIRWAVES is all about.

the

Superbowl.

radio all of her
donrt tune in ir

at any of the area shows we've been involved in: the
rrattituderr of the sweaty mosh pit at the MOJO
NIXON/DEAD MILKMEN U-Club in the SUNYA
Ballroom, the quiet 'rattituderr at the ROBYN
HITCHCOCK U-Club, the "attitude" of the crowd who

Well, here it is again, the WCDB should-be-twiceG uide,
Progra m
a-year-but-only-shows-up-annua I ly
meaning you now have a guide to whors on at what time
least the next week or

one thing and
maybe they wa

one thing from the 6Ors itrs how LITTLE power rock and
roll has to change the world."
WCDB has this "attitude", but we see it as more
positive and effective than Newsweek does. This
attitude takes many different forms. lt can be heard
over the air 24 hours a day, on 9lFM, and it can be seen

Office Phone: (518) 442-5262
Studio Phone: (518) 442-4242
News Phone: (518) 442-5158

AIRWAVES.

CRAND MASTER

zap, fly, fl).,
commercials. T

They dismiss new music as pointless adolescent
noisemaking, I'The culture of attitude is repulsive, but
it's mostly empty of political content...lf we learned

THE CAPITAL DISTRICT'S BEST

S.A.

interested in r

Recently, Newsweek published an article called,
'rThe Rap Attitude." ln it, they lump Rap together with
all other kinds of new music as having an'rattitude."
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AND NOW, A WORD FROM THE 'CDB HEADMISTRESS
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it comes right down to it, the bottom line

is

the music. Thatrs what the radio business is all about.
Sometimes I think that commercial stations are only
interested in who has the best promo (i.e. "zip, zoom,

zap, fly, fly, FLY!!!!!!"), or who has the

most

commercials. They forget that the audience tunes in for

one thing and one thing only - music. Yeah. sure,
maybe they want to know the weather every once in a
while, or the latest in the news, or who won the
Superbowl. But, as a person who has been listening to
radio all of her life, I know that the one thing people
donrt tune in to hear is a commercial. rrHey, d'ja hear
that great new Rolaids commercial on PYX this
morning?" or |Well, you know I listen to K-Lite because
they have the rnost wonderful Fayva shoes ad,r' JUST
DOESN'T CUT IT.
Way down to the

left of your dial, a place many of
you have not experienced, is a place that doesnrt have
a fancy logo, or a lot of zip-zoom-zap, or most
importantly, any commercials. But. it does have one

thing (and this is a biggie) a lot of great. N EW,
alternative, commercial-free music. And you know
what? We'll even give you the latest on the War, the
latest in sports, and throw in the weather every once
in a while. We are 9lFM - WCDBI!!!
The world of college radio music is vast. While,
WCDB is known nationally for what is called its rrrock'l
department, that is probably a misnomer. ln reality,
that department should be called "alternative'r, simply
because it consists of a multitude of different genres
that most stations don't play. For instance, in an hour's
worth of time, you can hear .acoustic, folk, zydeco,

blues, industrial, ska, world music, thrash, rap, dance,
and pop, and just about anything else.
We pride ourselves on promoting new music bands that are just starting out and haven't made it the
commercial end of things and need to be heard. How
do you think bands like U2, REM, DEPECHE MODE and
the B-52's got their start? With the help of college
radio like WCDBI Another source of pride (and this is

the counterpart of playing fresh new bands that
commercial stations won't play) is the fact that we

honestly play music you cannot hear anywhere else in
the Capital District. ln between all' the new music that
we play, we give you some old favorites like 'rHeroin"
from the VELVET UNDERGROUND, 'rLife in a Northern
Town" by the DREAM ACADEMY, and "Something to
Believe ln" by APB, Eest of all, our DJ's actually know
something about the music that they play. While a
commercial jock may hardly be able to remember the
title of the latest MADONNA single, our DJ's know
everything from the players on the album, and other
albums they group has made, to a history of the band
and where they're headed in the future' And they pass
this information on to you. Sometimes, you can hear
it first hand in one of the many live interviews that we
have. Or tune into the local show on Monday nights to
hear the hottest new local bands live.
We have so much more. Our Contemporary Soule
department upholds the tradition of diversity with
styles such as house, rap, hip-hip slow iams, reggae, and
lots of dance music. Everything I said about being

commercial-free and playing alternative music goes
here too. Our Contemporary Soule DJ's, with a

personality all of their own. continue to being you the
best in urban contemporary, from THIRD BASS to
KEITH SWEAT (and MONIE LOVE in the middlel). In
Jazz, old bebop and new fusion grace the airwaves back
to back. as well as big bands, swing, and more. Our
Jazz al lunch offers you the opportunity to eat your
lunch while relaxing to the smooth new tones of KENNY
BARRON or MEL TORME.

We also have shows like "WcDB Public Affairs" and

the "Week in Review'r offering you the latest in the

weekrs events and the opportunity to call in and express
your views. "Sports Spotlight" discusses the latest in
college and professional sports weekly. "Campus Cuts"
informs the listener as to what's going on at the SUNY
campus and donrt forget that news and sports are both
broadcasted five times daily.
ln Public Service, we have hourly community
events bulletins and club calendars as well as public
service announcements, As if all this isn't enough, we
have various specialty music shows, such as WCDB

METAL, GLOBAL RHYTHMS (World Music). RECGAE,
NEW AGE MUSIC and CLUB 91, an alternative dance
night.

So, tune away from the mindless dribble on the
commercial end of the dial and find 90.9FM, preset the
button in your car, leave it on your stereo at home, and,
hey, tune in your walkman when you jog, because you're
always sure to get the best mix of alternative,
commercial-free music in the Capital District...24
HOURS A DAY! And lust think, we've been here for 13
years and you're only just finding out about us now. But
itrs not too late. We're still going strong! gtFM-WCDB!

by KRISTEN COURY
PROGRAM DIRECTOR
WCDB EXECUTIVE STAFF:

I99F9I

cENERAL MANACER, CRAND POOPAH, ETC': Carl
DeLeon

PROGRAM DIRECTOR/HEADMISTRESS:
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who were awaiting NEIL YOUNG's
arrival, I couldnrt help but figure
out why the fuck they were booing
and saying and throwing the most
stupid things at Thurston and co.
Listening to SONIC YOUTH tear

down an already

dismembered

rDirty Boots' and then hearing Neil

perfectly
dismember
a
put-together 'Like A Hurricane'
made me wonder, "What's the
difference? Canrt these old fucks

see where SONIC YOUTH got their

guitar dirge from? What a

bunch

of mindless old shitsl!1"
The point to that whole tirade
is that the way that paiticular
show was put together (with a dash

of SOCIAL DISTORTION to bootl)

is basically the same repertoire of
aural pitches that we try to throw

at the Capital District. ln

last

year's program guide, Jim McNeil
talked about a revolution of ideas
that fueled what we were doing in

terms of the records we were
playing. I'd like to think that what
Jim was talking about was a switch
over to logical thinking. lwould

like

to

think

that

the

alternative/rock programming that
we try to present is the way that
rock and roll radio should be. I
mean for Chrissakes it's l99l!!!!!

What in the world are stations

saying about the current state of

music if their idea of presenting
this great art is ila double-shot of

Zep!?t'? Whether the Leonard
Bernsteins of the world thought

that the whole genre of rock'n' roll
was crap or not, the fact of the
matter is that rock 'n' roll and all
the other little bits and pieces that
go with it are MUSICII MUSIC lS

ART!!! The survival of any genre
of art strongly depends upon new
artists expressing themselves in
new, inspired and exciting ways.
BILLY JOEL copping REM copping
BOB DYLAN iust doesnrt cut the
mustard. Whereas the Mekons

totally destroying. the genre while
at the same time building it back
up on their last record really gets
the nads a-pumping; know what

lrm

sayin'?
Perhaps one could say that the
WCDB music department does what

it does because it's really sad to
see our peers thinking that no
music was made after 'The
Strangerr or'Coodbye Yellow Brick

Road'. I mean what sort of a
is being sent when that
tub of goo known as MEATLOAF
message

sells out the SUN Y Ballroom on the
strength of one fifteen-year old

album while one of the

most

exciting bands of the'90's, THE
SILOS, can barely fill the place
halfway? Well, WCDB is out to
stop that shit. The music that we
choose to play looks at the past
with a wink of the eye and a tip of
the hat, embraces the present and
doesnlt even want to think of the
future because it's having too much
fun in the present. Like the SONIC

roll a bit, but in 1 991, th*
narrowness
that
exists
simultaneously with that terrn
limits it. Therefore, upon a slighi
opening of the ears, werve made it
so that one (perhaps you out therei

can hear just a bit more than thtr

typical fare known as tl'f{i
CURE/SMITHS/NEW ORDET.I
syndrome to you post modern hca,:is
out there. The music departrnent

provides the AlternativeiRocit
programming at WCDB with .the
freshest anU exciting sounds ir-r
Blues, Rap, Psycho-Acid-House-ln-

dustrial Shit, Folk, African.
Conjunto and Polka (POLKri
MUSIC?!!?!) music. 5o if you feci
nutty one night and you tune in to
91FM and yourre trying to figure
out why that weird African drum
thang came on after ADAM E THE
ANTS; don't ask "ls the D.J. oil
drugs?'r; don't ask "Am I on drugs?"

and don't ask 'rls this crap or am
on drugs?r' THINK AEOUT lT!!! lt's
I

19911 WCDB knows what time it
is and it ainrt Hammer time
(although it could be Miller timr:).
LOTS OF LUV T PEACE IN

THE MIDDLE EASJ-,
PATRICK, CARRIE, 6 JO&-II{

P.S. "Open your windows, open
your
books and SMASH
CENSORSHIP!" - Lee Renaldo,
SONIC YOUTH

YOUTH/NEIL YOUNC show,
there's nothing more rewarding

than finding out a fresh listener has
made the connection between the
VELVET UNDERGROUND and the

JESUS 6
GALAXIE

MARY CHAIN

and

5OO.

The function of education is
inherent' in a system such as

WCDB. I have emphasized rock

In'
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ALTERNATIVE MUSIC!?

One of the most peculiar
things about working at a radio
station, is that you become aware
of all the other stations you ever
listened to in your lifetime. As a
little kid my sisters and I knew the
DJ's at a small station near my
house. We would call in and they
would always put us on the air. But
at that t ime the music didn't
matter. Calling in was just
something fun to do. But now the
music is all that matters. And
these days, if its not classics, its
alternative music.
I mean, if you're not listening
to music that as old, if not older
than you are, you're listening to
records that the vinyl is still warm

want to be different, if you really
want a 'rnewrr sound, if you really
want some -alternative music, then
tune in to 9lFM JAZZ everyday of

from its production. Me? I think
everybody is full of it. (Quick, out
of the way, he's frothingl - ed.)
THE BEATLES, the STONES,
the DOORS? They're not classics.
They're all still alive. (Well, at
least most of them.) The SOUP

the week. lt's alternative by
nature, and werve got all the
classics and standards you can
handle. And nobody is going to
accuse you of following the crowd!

DRAGONS, JANEIS ADDICTION,
the MEAT PUPPETS? How can you
call that alternative?'rEverybody's

That I can guarantee.
So go on - give it a try! And
since itrs the only truly American
form of music, itrs the only truly
American tlring to do.

talkinr bout the new sound, funny,
but itrs still rock and roil to me.rl
Rock.has been the biggest selling

type of music since the

Sevent.ies!

How can any rock be alternative?

TOM ECK RICH

Thatrs where I come in. lf

JAZZ DIRECTOR. WCDB

you're really looking for some
alternat ive music. come back to
the sound you forgot about. (And
for most of us, the sound we never

P.S. And don't forget, Jazz isn't
dead, it just smells funny!

knew.) Jazz is the only way to go.
I mean think about it. lf you really

6L^$ $LA$ 9r-r'* 9+{H PrAt
€L*t\ gl^li

wcDB JAZZ TOP

. Ralph Moore
2. Scott Hamilton
3. Frank Morgan
4, John Cambell
5. Sonny Rollins
6. Branford Marsalis
7. Hamilton/Harris
8. David Benoit
9. N ick Brignola
10. Wynton Marsalis
I I. Blusiana Triangle
'l 2.
Lew Anderson Big Band
13. Gene Harris Superband
14. Oscar Peterson Trio
15, Benny Green
16. Art Farmer
17. Christopher Holliday
18. Chic Corea
19. Benny Waters
20. Mo Better Blues
'I

Five basketball players, two
hockey legends, and one
representative a piece from
baseball, and soccer. To find out
what this has to do with anything
keep reading!

As the 1990-91 school year
approached. keen observers of the
WCDB sports staff could have
irn gined a heep of turmoil. After
all, college sportscasting veterans
like Alex Vojvodich, Adam Hollis,

Viri Vincenzo, and Evan Maltese all
received their diplomas and hold
down permanent jobs in the real

world. All that was left was a hunk

of underclassmen who by and large
were just getting their feet wet.

Although the Albany football
squad suffered through a dismal
campaign, WCDB sports travelled
to the various venues, including

such out-of-the-way places as
Danbury, Connecticut, and
Norwich, Vermont, to bring the
action live to you each and every
Saturday.

A new concept which was
instituted was to name the I'WCDB
Albany Danes Player of the Week."

At the end of the year running back
Ed Lemon came away with the
honor of being named, ,'WCDB
Albany Dapes Player of the Year."

Each week the player that we
chose appeared on our Sunday
Sports Spotlight show. (t tp.m. midnight)
Though we are the sole radio
home of the Danes, we at WCDB

sports pride ourselves on keeping
the listener completely informed

of sports news throughout the
globe, five times daily. Those
times are 9a.m., noon, 5p.m.,
8p.m., and 11p.m. These casts run
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roughly five minutes and convey
'the latest scores and stories as

was all about. Let me break the
suspense. On our "Sports SpotlightI

they come over the wire.

show this semester we will
interview five basketball players,
(Akeem Olayuwon. Jerome
K earsey, Cerald Wilkins, Brian
Shaw, and ex-Loyola-Marymount
star and current Albany Patroon,
Jeff Fryar), two hockey legends,

WCDB sports has added two

additional features to enhance
listenership. Firstly, if we spot you
listening to us broadcast the Danes
basketball or football games at the
game we will, and have given out
some interesting prizes. We feel

(Peter Stastny and Brad Park). one
baseball player (Bob Ceren), and
one soccer player (Lee Tsenchtret,
Albany student, and member of the

that if you listen to WCDB at the
games it can only enhance your
enjoyment and knowledge of whatrs
going on.

Albany

Secondly, werve acquired the

K

ick).

By no means will this be it.
We have plenty of surprises to
maintain the full attention of your

services of the f irst female
sportscaster in WCDB history.
Towards the cornpletion of the first
semester Jacqueline Berler, who

ears. Thanks for listening and keep
up your support of the Capital

already had been a newscaster
jumped ship and arrived on our

D

istrict's number one

sports

authority 91FM WCDB, Albany.

staff. Berler is now a full-fledged
I'sportscastress,rr with a regular
time slot. As they say, rrWhat was
one personrs loss, is another oners

ote:
comments,
Quest ions,
helpful hints should be addressed
to me. LARRY BERGER, SPORTS
DIRECTOR, in' care of 9lFM
N

gain.rl

WCDB.
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of). Our
CSD is also a major force in the
(something we are proud

8p.m. with extended hours on
Friday and Saturday nights. One
can say that our D.J.s specialize
in the music that we enlighten our
listeners with, which consists of
flavors of rap, house, rEb, and
reggae with a sprinkle of iazz.
Often criticized by the fact that

Capital
sports

bany.
omments,
addressed
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2.

BELL BIV DEVOE

3.

MARIAH CARE

4.

BABY FACE

5.

QUINC Y JONES

6.

DICITAL UNDERCROUND

7.

JANET JACKSON

World with a purpose to providb the

Capital District with a style of
urban contemporary music that
they were not receiving on the
commercial stations (a goal we
continue to fulfill). ln 1986, Third
World became Contemporary Soule,
a change of name, for a changing

time.

Over the next couple of

months, the Contemporary

Soule

become physically more observant

sponsoring

food drives, fund raisers, party

in

the parks and addressing issues that
affects the community. I believe

it is important for us to be out
there supporting our listeners as
well as in the booths spinning

records. We are basically the only
means that many in the Black
community can utilize to announce
important events and we try to
assist them to the best of our

"' ''*,*il,illt$ld[

19. ERIC B. 6 RAKIM

Y

8.

LISA STANSFEILD

9.

TONY TONI TONE

10.

JOHNN Y GILL

11.

PUBLIC ENEMY

12.

REGINA BELLE

13.

SNAP

14.

BOOCIE DOWN PRODUCTIONS

'I

5.

MC HAMMER

'I

5.

MICKI HOWARD
MICHEL'LE

airwaves under the name Third

in the community by

r
r

DOCTOR.

THE

1

in the area comes from the college
stations. There are no commercial
or. college stations in the Capital
Djstrict that provide the vaiiety
of urban contemporary music thai

his be it.

and keep

G-WHtZ,

contemporary music for the the Campus Center, Room 316.
citizens in the Creater Capital CONTEMPORARY
SOULE DIREC.
District, and although it has only
CEDRIC A. CARTER II
100 watts of power, WCDB as a
whole provides the best variety
with music from a wide plethora
THE 9lFM CONTEMPORARY SOULE TOP 30 ARTISTS OF t990:,
of backgrounds, basically because
the only source of new urban music
EN VOGUE

staff will make an attempt to

I

RAS,

BRIAN SINCLETON, SIR SMOOTH,
D. MOIST. PASSION, BOBBY G,
CHRIS HOLMES, GORDEN MILLS.
MICHELLE DICKENS, MOET MAN,
BREATHLESS, GIORGIO, C.T.,

the

renchtret,
ber of the

prises to
n of your

total

ontemporary
the

lf you are interested i.r
Contemporary Soule Department
is the most refreshing thing to becoming a Contemporary Soule
come to Albany in a long time. D.J., I can be reached at 442-526i
Werre a potent source of urban or you can stop by the station ir

our station possesses 100 watts, we
make it up with our unique style
of providing music to our listeners.
We were first introduced to the

te
umbia

ren),

C

c

Department (CSD) at 9t FM WCDB COCKNEY, GENE "THE HOUSE
D.J.", and the LADY D.J.
Albany. ln my opinion

promotion of new artists.
Contemporary Soule comes on
Monday through Sunday 5p.m. to

P

'rark),

CSD

My name is Cedric A. Carter
and I am the 1990-9t Director for
the

And

The

Department consist of
following D.J.s: PIZZAZ,

18.

K

20. LL'COOL J
21. ANITA BAKER
.22.

A TRIBE CALLED QUEST
23.. TROOP

24. SOUL il SOUL
25. CARON WHEELER
26. JANE CHILD
27. BLACK BOX
28. THIRD BASE
29. DNA (SUZANNE VE6A)
30. BIG DADDY KANE
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EITH SWEAT

WORDS FROM THE NEWS CZAR

Peter Jennings,
Walters, and, of course, Wolf
Blitzer all have something very
special in common. They all got
their start in college radio
broadcasting. I donrt actually know
if this is true or not, but I do know
that if they didn't then they should
have, because theyrd be a hell of
alot better at what they do than
Barbara

they are now.
WCDB NEWS is destined to
bring fame and fortune to anyone
who becomes a newscaster. 9lFM
NEWS challenges your mind, your
wit, and. your voicebox. lt gives

you an opportunity to inform the
Capital District of late-breaking
world events (which, as you read

this, are happening at the speed of
sound), express your opinions, and
bring a little cheer into the lives

of

our listeners. The

news

department offers you knowledge
of our world and a clearer
understanding of what is happening
in it.
Our

newscasts

are

strategically spaced throughout the
day, for your listening convenience.

Every day of the week, at 9a.m-,
l2 NOON, 5, 8, and llp.m.you will
be brought up to date of the latest
news. Or catch up on it all on our

WEEK tN

REVIEW/PUBLIC

AFFAIRS show on Sundays at noon.

WCDB NEWS...we give

what Peter Jennings,

you
Barbara

Walters, and Wolf Blitzer cannot.
by: Jeff [News Czarrr Leu,is

Jennifer Cox

THE WCDB RECORD LIBRARY
"ABANDON ALL HOPE,
YE WHO ENTER HEREtr

Yes, it's all true. The
whispered rumors of scandal,
decadence and debauchery. Being

a library director here at WCDB
really is the most exciting and
glamorous capacity at the station.
Sometimes, amidst the oigiastic
revelry, we forget how important

our job really is.

Alphabetizing, filing new
releases and drops from rotation,
alphabetizing, duct-taping sleeves
records that have been played

of

of times over the years,
alphabetizing, deciding when
certain art-rock dinosaurs can be
"let go" from the shelves (how
hundreds

to take care of, so they too can
bask in the glory. Basically just
keeping an eye on the eleven-or-so

thousand records (and those are
just the ones pigeonholed under

rrrock'r

-

thatts

not

CONTEMPORARY SOULE or fAZZ
or BLUES or METAL or CLUB 9l

or COMEDY or the MOTOWN
SECTION or movie soundtracks or
compilations or WORLD BEAT (well, you get the idea). As for the

CD cabinet - an anorexic insect
couldnrt fit in there now. ltrs a
good thing the new one will be
twice the size... With those spiffy
new shelves for the Rs and Ss this
semester, itrs crucial that we keep

the library in some semblance of
order. After all, when there's a,
minute and a half left on the song

you're playing, and you dash into

the cavernous archives for a
request, yourre relying on the
MISSION OF BURMA being filed
under [m". So while the life of a
library director may seem straight

out of an especially trashy Jackie
Collins novel, we take it seriously.
Werve got to.

UNSUNC HEROES

-THE
BEHIND THE SCENES

THE LIBRARY CREW
IN-EFFECT FOR'9I

GD DD

often does that 1974 JON
ANDERSON solo concept album
get played, anyway?), and did I
mention putting records in
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to giving new
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stations), it

or JANE'S ADDICTION or PETER
MURPHY oT THEY MIGHT BE
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Nothing is ever lost, just
misplaced. I guess the LEEWAY
and , MDC records were just in
hiding that month... The newest
task - assigning shelves for the DJs
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BELIEVE :

ZEN AND THE ART OF
ENGINEERING

Thatrs the ve

existence of

Department her(

There are two kinds of

here at WCDB.
-members
'of member is the romantic CDBrer.

One tYPe

They become D.J.s, newscasters,

sportscasters and the ilk, content

to come in, do their show

and

remain blissfully ignorant of most
of WCDB's equipment. They get
a very superficial satisfaction from
doing their show. They are easily

frustrated. lf something starts to
malfunction, they pray and hope

that it will miraculously start
working, with nary a thought of
making a simple repair. When
things donrt work at all, they whine
and scream and kick the

equipment, having some deluded
notion that they are helping things.

The other poeple are the
engineers. They get the same
satisfaction from shows and casts
that everyone else does, but they
also get a much deeper sense of
satisfaction, for they know how
everything works. They sense the
inner harmony of the circuits when

28

they are will, and they can feel the
pained distress eminating from the
wires when there is trouble.
The engineers of WCDB have

rejected the Western idea of the

subject-object dichotomy. They
realize that everything is
interconnected and interdependent,

that no man is an island, that we
are water. They have the ability

to be at one with the eguipment.
Here in the Western world, we
have tried to chop up the world

into small parcels. We

have

ln the Natural world, there are

turntables, wires and

course. From

subject-object duality, and become
one in harmony with the speakers,
antennaes

that make up WCDB.
Come.. We invite you to be.at

peace, and to join the
engineering department.

WCDB

separate
oceans. Then we divided the land

Brian Kroll

Nate Horwitz and

into rrcontinents'r and further,

even did

it with ourselves

races,
The

religions, and nationalities.
US versus them

mentality.

con

mus'ic industry
testimony enoug
the subject at ha
as the case ma)
responsible

Expressed in concrete terms by:

created the artificial boundaries
of countries, cities, neighborhoods,
and still further into proper:ty. We

the Albany

no clear divisions. The land
gradually turns to a shoreline. the
forest thins to. the meadow, the
river widens into a lake. WCDB,s
engineers have rejected the

created imaginary divisions all over
the world. First we divided al.l the

water into imaginary,
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OUR SELFLESS PUBLTC SERVANT
SPEAKS

As it goes with any radio
station, the Public Service
Department of WCDB holds a
principle position of being the
liaison between the radio station
and two communities: the campus
community and the surrounding
Albany. Troy and Schenectady
areas.

While holding this position, we

aim to maintain a strong and
positive relationship between
WCDB and the organizations - both
on campus and off - who need to
use our airwaves as a means of
promoting who they are, and any
special events they would like to
inform our listeners about.

ln order to do this, there are
several services we offer. The
f irst of these services is C LUB
BEAT. Since WCDB is a
noncommercial station dedicated
to giving new artists a chance to
be heard (unlike those other
stations), it is naturally a vigorous
supporter of the local music scene.
To keep in step with this, CLUB
BEAT is primarily a listing of
newer, local bands as well as
nonlocal bands with fresh sounds,
and who are appearing at various

clubs in the station's area. There

are, however, more well

known

recordi ng

whose

art i sts

Now. ln between putting these
services together, there are tons

of mail to be opened (everyone
wants to be featured on WCDB);
tapes and reels to be listened to;

appearances are listed as well.
CLUB BEAT can be heard 5 days
a week; every other hour.
The second service we offer
is the 9lFM WEEKLY CALENDAR.

organizational representatives to

Thursday, it features all types of

better foundation is there for those

Written

from

Thursday to

events from auditions to

dances,

to political rallies to poetry
readings, and much more. The

calendar is read every other hour.
lT should be noted at this point
that in choosing what gets featured
on the calendar, we are completely
unbiased in our choices, and strive
to give everyone an equal chance
to be represented providing the
announcements are within reason.

speak with. lt is a great
department for sharpening ihose
interpersonal skills. And what

aspiring

to

enter

relation-type fields? For

who is interested in making that
first resume look more impressive,
stop by at the station and ask for
Sue. I will be happy to give a tour
and talk more in depth about the
Public Service Department.

SUSAN C. GAGLIARDO
PUBLIC SERVICE DTRECTOR

The last service we offer is
the GENERAL PUBLTC SERytCE
ANNOUNCEMENT. This can be

6adir

Kangarod
(and Mr. I

prerecorded or read live on the air.

Organizations use this service to
explain what they are about for

Green

Organizations also use this service

to inform the public on such issues
as: AIDS, giving blood, public
safety, available counseling, and

TI

internat ional
teaching
opportunities just to name a few.
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Thatrs the very purpose for the

existence of the Promot ions
Department here at WCDB. We
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create the hype around the station
- as if our glowing reputation in

-l!

testimony enough. But...back to
the subject at hand...or typewriter
as the case may be. We in the

53

the Albany community and the
musk industry at large isn't

Promotions Department are
for getting WCDB'out
into the public eye...and ear, of

responsible

course. From pins, bumper stickers
and t-shirts (new ones of which

ARE coming

to you in the

near
future so save your money boys and

girls...although we may use the
barter system so...start rounding

up those chickens.) to flyers,
banners and posters, we are the
source from which they all
eminate.

Our other major responsibility

4''1L/

I

Jeans)
returnl

those listeners who may be
interested in getting involved on
campus or in the community.

HE THIIIIG REAOHED OUT ITS ROrTED ARMS FOR RAI.PFI... MOVING

rere are
l land

public
anyone

is to offer giveaways for our
listeners. Please, I'briberr is ctlch
a cold...slightly unethical term.

Stick with the euphamism. ln the
past we've awarded our audience
tickets to major concert events in

the area (LlVlNC COLOUR,
MOULD and INXS come

to

BOB

mind)

rg

as well as passes to local

TI
rn

clubs,

including Codfrey,s and eE2. Add
to that cassettes and CD's, food,
and tons (okay, maybd pounds) of
other prizes and you'll see that we
try to give something back to the
people who keep up on the air.
So, basically, the Promotions

Department is responsible for
shoving WCDB in your face...and
werll keep force-feeding you the
best
until

in alternative programming
WCDB is tatooed on your

brain...and any other body part
you're willing to expose to a hypo
needle...
EELIEVE THE HYPE...or else.
ILENE SCHREIBMAN
PROMOTIONS DlRECTOR

GLOBAL RHYTHMS SHOW

On the GLOBAL

RHYTHMS

SHOW one can travel around th(
world in two hours. One can visir
the swamps of Brazil with Alcione

or the jungles of Africa with
Babatunde Olatunde. One could
visit the Soviet Union with Alla
Pugachova and we could dance to

the rhythm of sal.sa and merengue
in Cuba and Puerto Rico. So tJne

in to WCDB Tuesday nights from
llpm to lam and meet Augustine
Rivera your pilot who truiy this

time

rrhas

the world in his handsr,!!!

by AUGUSTTNE RTVERA
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PRODUCTION HELL

I

I
I

I am the assistant production
director of a local college radio

station in the fifth largest city in

this state. Doesn't sound like

the

most impressive title in the world,
but it's a start. I don't know
everything (in fact, I don't know

much), but I do know a few things;
protein gets out protein; 4 out of

5 dentists prefer Aim over the
leading toothpastes; liver tastes
bad; and you gotta start
somewhere.

So, here I am,

assistant

production director, and damm well

proud of it. The only problem is:
what do I do? lf it was Monday
night, I would be helping engineer
trTHE LOCAL SHOW"
- a show
where local bands come up to the

station and play live for all the
ears tuned to 9lFM. But, alas, it
is promotional carts for the station
(there's a start if I ever saw one).

But, if you are baffeled (as

I

usually am) at what a cart is, let
me release you from that confused
state and say that a cart is not
much different from a tape with
a short commercial recorded on it

-

Shopper's Club, Hair Club For Men,

I take a blank cart off the
shelf and stick in the recorder.
Then. I stare at the cart sitting
inside the recorder, while
pondering, wondering, and
imagining what I am going to put
on it. lcould splice some cool
music together and do a
voice-over, saying something
like..."WCDB: the hottest mix in
alternative rock and rolll!'r But,
I digress, and try to think of a more

of the Month Club, Club

lub,

ightclub,

healthier, safer, and more diverse
place. Then, every month or so.
I would install a new episode, each

one ending with a hair-raising
cliffhanger. By God, sometimes
I really do impress the pants off
myself. I donrt know if the radio

listeners or you, the reader, are as
impressed, but hey, itrs a start.
by MARK E. PHILLIPS
Prod. Demigod
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actual r€pairs.

Itrs always beer

C

9l !!!
Itrs the Best Club in the Capital
District. ltrs even better than a
Club Steak. lt's the best source of
Alternative/Underground Dance
Music, But wait! Thatrs not all;
every week there are loads of
giveaways, including tickets to the
QE2's Monday Nite Alternative
Wax Dance Party, and if you order
WCDBTS

now you'll receive one free genuine
fake cubic zarconiz to match your

dress! So, if yourre into nu wave
and industrial sounds, send your
check or money order to CLUB 9l
c/o 90.9 fm, 8-1lpm, every Friday
N

ightl (Visa, Master C ard,

and

Vise Versa excepted)

Pt"Tir
cLUB

9r

to do. Play

cin"ri

TOP r0 FOR r990

VOLTAGE HEAVY METAL
MAYHEM FROM THE FIERY
BOWELS OF CEHENNA AND
HELL AND...yeah, you bet. The

real problem with most radio metal

shows, be

they college or

commercial, is usually a lot of
stuff, but almost ALWAYS that
they have incredibly stupid names

for the show. So, ours doesnrt
really have a title. Actually, we'd
like to call it'rStill fucking awake
with John and Steve," but the FCC
sucks. Anyway, on the TTWCDB
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song over the air in one channel,
get another song ready in another
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